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countries, when the decision to uphold the Hippocratic oath might easily lead to
personal danger.
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CancerBiology is a collection ofthirteen ScientificAmerican articles. These articles
have been grouped into four sections: Cancer: The Nature of the Problem; Environ-
mental Carcinogens: Biological Effects and Detection; Mechanisms ofCarcinogenesis;
and Tumor Progression and Spread. Within these sections, the articles cover diverse
topics, including DNA repair, bacterial tests for potential carcinogens, oncogenes,
tumor vascularization, and cancer immunology and metastasis. Each section is
preceded by an introduction by Errol Friedberg, the director of the Cancer Biology
Program at Stanford University. The articles are reprinted exactly as they were
originally published, and were written by extremely well-known researchers who
include John Cairns, Howard Temin, Robert Weinberg, and Judah Folkman.
The articles can be understood by anyone with some background in science who is
not already familiar with cancer biology and research. These are not intended to be
rigorous scientific papers written to persuade otherresearchers ofthevalidityofa piece
of experimental work, but rather to clearly, concisely explain a significant concept
already accepted in cancer biology. The important experiments that lead to under-
standing the concept, its significance, and important unanswered questions and
directions for future research are included in the discussion. The articles have clearly
been carefully thoughtout and meticulously edited to makethem both self-explanatory
and easy to read. Experiments are discussed in enough detail to be comprehended and
have accompanying illustrations for further clarification. Careful attention is given to
explaining what the specific experiment adds to understanding of the main point.
Background detail is included as necessary to make the article understandable without
reference to outside sources. After finishing an article, the reader, with a minimum of
effort, has gained a good conceptual understanding of an important topic in cancer
biology.
Combining the articles into one volume allows the reader to gain, indirectly, a
historical perspective into cancer research. In each article, the researchers who
contributed are given credit and each experiment is placed in its proper time frame.
Groff Conklin's 1949 article on "Cancer and Environment" is still relevant thirty-five
years later. The four articles in the Mechanisms ofCarcinogenesis section offer special
insight into how cancer research builds on previous research. The first ofthese articles,
written in 1972, discusses RNA tumor viruses that transform normal cells to cancer
cells. The second article, written ten years later, considers the discovery that the genes
in these viruses responsible for transformation are also found in the genomes ofnormal
cells. The next article, written in 1983, builds on the preceding one by describing the
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discusses the characterization ofthe products ofthese newly isolated oncogenes. Each
of these reviews concludes by examining the directions for future experiments; the
subsequent article then often describes that research. The series offour articles permits
the reader to get a sense ofthe length oftime, the number ofresearchers, and the huge
effort necessary to make significant advances.
The book is written at a level which can be understood by anyone with some
background in biology. It assumes very little, and most articles areself-explanatory. As
Friedberg is careful to point out, this book is not meant to cover all of cancer biology
rigorously or comprehensively, but instead to convey several important concepts. As
such, it is an excellent, easily read volume for anyone, especially students, wishing to
learn about cancer biology; it would be very useful as a fast overview ofthe field which
will make subsequent reading of more detailed articles much easier. So well written
and easy to read that it is both enjoyable and informative, this book is highly
recommended to anyone interested in learning about cancer biology.
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Inasmuch as Perception is a part of the Scientific American Library, it is not
primarily intended for those in the field ofmedicine. It is enjoyable reading for almost
anyone interested in this subject and may be particularly useful to artists and
architects learning the basics of form, shade, and perspective.
In keeping with its subject matter, the book contains numerous pictures and
illustrations, and even comes with a stereoscope for stereoscopic viewing. It is, in fact,
not even necessary to read the text to enjoy the book and learn from it. In this respect,
Perception makes an excellent addition to an area in which authors have often
forgotten the subject oftheir books and failed to appeal to the very sense that they were
discussing.
However, this volume is not simply a "picture book." The text covers general aspects
ofperception in separate chapters on constancy, the third dimension, perception ofart,
form and organization, geometrical illusions, perception of motion, the upright world,
and the intelligence of perception. The text is well written and contains clear
explanations of numerous experiments conducted by the author and of work done by
others in this field. At the start, Rock emphasizes that the text makes no attempt to
examine the neurological mechanisms responsible for perception. Instead, he discusses
the psychology behind perception, including the effects ofpast experience and some of
the psychological theories used to explain various aspects ofperception.
Irvin Rock's Perception should prove valuable not only as a learning tool, but also as
enjoyable reading for those with even a casual interest in this subject.
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